In this note we point out certain results on the magnetic moments and mass differences of the Z+, Z,X hyperons consequent on the postulate of charge independence for strong interactions.
where u, b, and c are certain quantities dependent on the cut-o& functions and are defined by (n is the fine structure constant)
The corresponding expressions for Z' and Z are' (10) Using (9) and (10) If we use a weighted average of the observed masses& Ãofe added irI, proof. -In the expression (10) for h(myo), we haev neglected a contribution -c'p0' from the diagram corresponding to the virtual processes z0~h. 0+y -+20. Oh. and z have the same parity and coupling constants, p, 0'-p0, also c'-c if we neglect the Z, A mass difference. Hence the rhs of (10) for n(mqp) should be multiplied by a factor 2. However, as can be seen from Values of u, b, and c for diGerent cut-off functions which yield the correct neutron-proton mass diGerence' are listed in Table I (M is the nucleon mass).
We now propose to investigate the implications of the relation 2pp= p++li on the ordering of the observed masses of 2+, Z', and 2 . Fig. 1 are much more plausible on the basis of a meson-theoretic origin. Direct measurements of the anomalous moments of the Z hyperons, and especially the sign of the Z' anomalous moment, would be most interesting.
